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The Senate Agriculture Committee-passed “Agricultural Reform, Food, and Jobs Act” (ARFJA) has 
two very important payment limitation reforms – one caps commodity program payments per farm 
and the second ensures that federal farm payments flow to working farmers.   
 
Regrettably, ARFJA contains no similar provisions with respect to crop and revenue insurance premium subsidies, the 
most expensive portion of the farm program spending under the new bill.  A true reform bill would include subsidy 
limitations in both the commodity and insurance subsidy programs. 
 
1. Farm Program Payment Limits 
 
The bill terminates the direct payment, counter-cyclical, and ACRE programs and replaces them 
with the new Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) payment program, sometimes referred to as the 
shallow loss program.  ARC limits payments to $50,000 per farm per year, or twice that amount in 
the case of married couples.   
 
ARFJA continues the marketing loan program which in times of low prices turns into loan 
deficiency or marketing loan payments.  Neither of these is subject to any payment limitation under 
ARFJA. 
 

Commodity Payment 
(see note below chart) 

Current Limit 
(single) 

Current Limit 
(married) 

ARC Limit 
(single) 

ARC Limit 
(married) 

Direct payments $40,000 $80,000 

$50,000 $100,000 
Counter-cyclical 
payments/Acreage crop 
revenue election payments 

$65,000 $130,000 

Marketing loan gains and 
Loan deficiency payments 

No limit No limit No limit No Limit 

 

It should be noted that: 
 

• There is no strong policy argument for adjusting per farm caps according to the marital status of the farmer.  
A true reform bill would not provide for doubling the statutory cap and would allow payments under the cap 
only for persons who are actively engaged in farming. 

 

• There is no strong policy argument for capping some payments and not others; a true reform bill would cap all 
types of payments, including marketing loan gains (including commodity forfeitures) and loan deficiency 
payments. 
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2.  Actively Engaged in Farming Payment Limit Loopholes 
 
Current regulations requires, among other things, a contribution of 1,000 hours of labor on the farm 
or involvement in its management in order to qualify as “actively engaged in farming” and thus be 
eligible to receive farm payments.  The current “management” standard is vague and unenforceable 
and has thus foiled lawmakers’ previous attempts to target payments to working farmers.  
 
ARFJA removes farm management from the basic actively engaged in farming standard, and instead 
creates a special exception for farm managers (who are not the actual farm operator) to nonetheless 
receive payments.  The special exception allows a single farm manager to qualify provided: 
 

• they are the only person qualifying the farm;  
 

• they qualify only a single farm; and  
 

• they, together with other persons or legal entities engaged in a joint operation that shares 
equipment, labor or management, do not collectively receive more than the statutory 
payment limit.   
 

This provision creates a clear and enforceable test for determining under what circumstances farm 
management activities can qualify someone as actively engaged in farming.  It represents a huge 
advance over current law. 
 
ARFJA also adds additional clarity in determining “actively engaged in farming” status: 
 

• Landowners who share rent land to an actively-engaged producer would continue to be 
eligible under ARFJA provided they rent at a usual and customary rate and their share of the 
payment is commensurate with the share of the crop or income they receive as rent.   
 

• Those providing custom farming services also would remain eligible under ARFJA provided 
they operate under usual and customary terms and they otherwise meet the actively engaged 
in farming standard.   
 

• In the case of general partnerships and joint ventures, only partners making a significant 
contribution of personal labor on the farm are considered actively engaged under ARFJA.   

 
All three of these ARFJA changes represent important reforms that allow legitimate exemptions to 
continue but create clear standards that will prevent abusive schemes designed to avoid the statutory 
limits. 
 
 
 


